ELECTIVES

2020 UPDATES
New Letter Names for Levels!

Our former method of labeling levels with numbers
has sometimes been misconstrued as indicating
grade level. To reduce confusion, all levels have
been renamed with letters. BookShark curriculum
packages always have been—and remain—
designed to be used for a range of ages instead of
a single grade.
The one exception is Language Arts for 5- to 11-yearolds. These programs are labelled numerically by
recommended reading grade level. Beginning in
Level D Intro to American History, Language Arts
programs are labelled by letter since they correlate
with the corresponding Reading with History
program.
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Levels A-C Readers Schedules

To maximize the convenience of your customization, Reading with History packages A-C now come with a History Instructor’s
Guide and a separate Readers Schedule according to the Level of Readers selected, instead of the Readers schedule
being part of the History guide. Choose from five independent Levels of Language Arts (K-4).

Level J Parent and Student Guides

All Level J subjects now come with separate Parent and Student Guides, to allow for student independence.

Science I or Science J
Use BookShark’s Science J curriculum with the Level J History of Science curriculum for a complete history and STEM
experience! This science curriculum provides 36 weeks of labs that correspond to the stories of scientific discoveries
provided in Joy Hakim’s series The Story of Science. Or opt for Science I which is uses the same labs and the same Story of
Science books scheduled into a new stand-alone program.

Science J (14-16)

Science I (13-15)

Physics, Electromagnetism,
& Waves (Use with History J)

Physics, Electromagnetism,
& Waves (Stand-alone)
Science I

Lab: Build a Cubed Building

Week 2 Schedule

In this lab, you will experiment with structures that will
withstand wind differently. You will use a floor fan to represent the wind tunnel.

Does this make sense with what you know about the coefficient of drag for these two shapes? Why or why not? If
you got results that were different than what you were expecting, what other factors may influence your building's

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Day 1

chap. 4

Day 2

________________________________________________________________________________________________

makes much of a difference?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

8.

Did you notice any other differences between how each structure handled the wind differently?
Try turning the speed up on your fan and doing the experiment again. Are the results different?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

9.

Engineers utilize this same concept of reducing drag coefficient to design other objects. What other objects benefit
from shapes designed to reduce drag coefficients?

____________________________________________________
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the coefficient of drag. What two variables changed when you turned the cube into an angled cube? Do you think it
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When doing a science experiment, it is important to make sure the variables of an equation stay the same while you
change and test another variable by itself. The variables in our wind force equation were surface area, pressure, and

Step 3: Trim your cardboard so that it is 16 inches long
and 10 inches tall. Next, take your ruler and mark
every four inches along the long edge of the
cardboard. Do the same on the other long edge
of your cardboard and draw lines between the
top and bottom marks. Do not throw your
remaining cardboard away.

Day 2

Figure 5: Tape edges of cardboard

The Story of Science: Aristotle Leads the Way |
Chapter 4

To Discuss After You Read

Q:
Q:

Q:

Q:

Q:
A:

How could Thales easily measure the height of a
pyramid?
when the length of a shadow is the same length as the
height of a stick, the length of the shadow of the pyramid
would also be the same as the height of the pyramid; he
used ratios

Q: What is an axiom?
Q: What were some of Anaximander’s new ideas?
A: a generally accepted rule
Figure 3: Cardboard 16" wide, marked every 4"
Figure 6: Cubed building wrapped in paper
Q: What were some of Anaximenes’s new ideas?
How could Thales easily measure the height of a
Q: Why is Thales seen as one of the founders of “Western
pyramid?
Step 4: BendQ:the
cardboard
along the
lines youbeyond
drew (athis scientific
Step 8: civilization”?
Place the cubed building one to two feet from
Why
is Anaxagoras
important
A: he
the
oldflat
supernatural
religions
andTurn
incantathe 4-inch
marks). If you’re using thick cardboard,
therejected
fan with
the
surface facing
the fan.
What is an axiom?
ideas?
tions,
and
you will need to lightly score the cardboard
the fan
onlooked
low. at the natural world for answers
Q: Who were Pericles, Euripides, and Socrates?
Why is Thales seen as one of the founders of “Western before
bending it.
Q: Thales thought that all things in nature are made of wacivilization”?
Q: What does it mean that “reason rules the world”?
ter. Although that isn’t correct, why was that hypothesis
Thales thought that all things in nature are made of wainteresting? [p. 40]
Q: What were some of Anaxagoras’s new ideas?
A: he wondered, “What is the nature of matter? What are
ter. Although that isn’t correct, why was that hypothesis
Q: What are meteors?
we made of? What is the world made of?”; because of the
interesting? [p. 40]
idea that all things in nature come from one basic unit of
Q: Why is base 60 a reasonable way to use numbers?
Thales wondered if the earth floats on water. Was he
life; today, we have about a hundred atoms, but perhaps
correct in that hypothesis?
the subatomic particles are actually all the same thing
Are most ratios constant?
Q: Thales wondered if the earth floats on water. Was he
correct in that hypothesis?
Figure 4: Bend the cardboard along the 4" marks
A: almost; the theory of plate tectonics shows that molten
rock underlies large pieces of the earth’s crust; the crust
Step 5: Hold the folded cardboard in a square and tape
pieces slide and glide together
the two ends together to form a cubed build-

Why is Thales noteworthy? [p. 36]

N Special Note to Mom or Dad

2

Student Lab Activity Sheets | Week 1 | Science I

Day 2

Step 7: Wrap the sides and top of your building in paper
to ensure
building is as smooth as possible.
To Discuss
After your
You Read
Q: Why is Thales noteworthy? [p. 36]
A: living in the 6th century B.C.E., he “is said to be the world’s
first philosopher-scientiest-mathematician; the first to
look for explanations in observed facts, not myths; the
first scientist to leave his name on his ideas”

The Story of Science: Aristotle Leads the Way |
Chapter 5

Q:

Week 2

Parent Tips and Answer Key

Day 1

To Discuss After You Read
Q:

Q:

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Step 2: Lay your cardboard out flat on a table. You may
want to put a cutting board or protective cover
between your cardboard and the table so that
you do not cut through and scratch the table.

Step 1: Gather the lab materials listed at the beginning
of this week's lesson. If your fan is powerful, you’ll
want to use thick cardboard (like a moving box)
for this experiment. If your fan is smaller, you’ll
want to use thin cardboard (like a cereal box or
shirt box).

Step 6: Create a top and bottom for your building by tracing the open end of your cube onto your leftover
cardboard from Step 3 and cut them out. Next,
tape the top and bottom to your cube as shown in
the second image of Figure 5.

The Story of Science: Aristotle Leads the Way |
Chapter 4

________________________________________________________________________________________________

10. How can reduced drag coefficient affect the environmental impact of vehicles?

Static Electricity

Day 1

Day
4 Build a Cubed
Day 5Building
Lab:

Step 1: Gather the lab materials listed at the beginning
of this week's lesson. If your fan is powerful, you’ll
want to use thick cardboard (like a moving box)
forNotes
this experiment. If your fan is smaller, you’ll
Other
want to use thin cardboard (like a cereal box or
shirt box).
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Lab/Activity

________________________________________________________________________________________________

7.

Day 3

In this lab, you will experiment with structures that will
withstand wind differently. You will use a floor fan to repchap. 5
chap. 6
chap. 7
resent the wind tunnel.

Figure 7: Place building square in front of fan

Q: Are most ratios constant?
ing. Use one long piece of tape to make a seal
between
the two corners&as
shown| in
the firstTwo | Week A:
Physics,
Electromagnetism
Waves
Section
2 |no;
7 if 24 rowers can row at 15 mph, no matter how many
image of Figure 5 so wind will glide around
rowers join them, they will not break the speed of sound;
Answer
the
Week
Lab Activity Sheet Question 1
the corner and not get trapped causing more
most
ratios
are1variable
friction.

The Story of Science: Aristotle Leads the Way |
Chapter 5
To Discuss After You Read
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Physics, Electromagnetism & Waves | Student Lab Pages | Week 1

5

Q:
A:

What were some of Anaximander’s new ideas?
that there were many inhabited worlds (that possibility
is under investigation now); that the first animals came
out of the water and evolved into more complicated forms
of life; he tried to picture the whole earth and its place in
the cosmos, hypothesizing that the earth was curved, and
unsupported, and that the heavens were a transparent
sphere that moves
What were some of Anaximenes’s new ideas?
that air is the single element that makes up everything
in the universe, and that different mathematical qualities
of air produce the different forms of matter (which approaches the idea of atoms and their different mathematical quantities); he recognized that Venus and Mars are not
stars (they are planets); he recognized that rainbows are a
natural phenomenon and not a goddess; he also said that
earth is a flat disc

Step 2: Lay your cardboard out flat on a table. You may
want to put a cutting board or protective cover
between your cardboard and the table so that
you do not cut through and scratch the table.
Step 3: Trim your cardboard so that it is 16 inches long
and 10 inches tall. Next, take your ruler and mark
every four inches along the long edge of the
cardboard. Do the same on the other long edge
of your cardboard and draw lines between the
top and bottom marks. Do not throw your
remaining cardboard away.

Figure 3: Cardboard 16" wide, marked every 4"

Step 4: Bend the cardboard along the lines you drew (at
the 4-inch marks). If you’re using thick cardboard,
you will need to lightly score the cardboard
before bending it.

Step 6: Create a top and bottom for your building by tracing the open end of your cube onto your leftover
cardboard from Step 3 and cut them out. Next,
tape the top and bottom to your cube as shown in
the second image of Figure 5.

Week 2

Static Electricity
Reference | The Story of Science: Aristotle, p. 38

Parent Tips and Answer Key

Overview
Figure 5: Tape edges of cardboard

Static electricity occurs due to the structure of atoms.
An atom has protons and neutrons in its nucleus, with
Step 7:
Wrap the
sides and
top of your
building
in paper
electrons
orbiting
in electron
shells.
Electrons
can transfer
to ensure
yourMaterials
buildingcan
is asgive
smooth
astake
possible.
between
atoms.
up or
on electrons according to their electron affinity (how easy or
hard electrons transfer according to the strength of the
bonds within the atom). When two objects are rubbed
together, electrons transfer from one material to another,
creating a buildup of negative charge. This is called static.
Your students will experiment with multiple materials
to see how static charges interact, including how water
can become polarized because its two hydrogen atoms
hold a positive charge while the oxygen holds a negative
charge. Students will also create hypotheses, which are
testable predictions.

Experiment Tips
Figure 6: Cubed building wrapped in paper

• We recommend using a produce bag from the grocery store,
as itsbuilding
plastic isone
extremely
and holds
Step 8: Place
the cubed
to two light
feet from
a charge
very
you can
simple
the
fan with
thewell.
flat However,
surface facing
the use
fan.aTurn
plastic
shopping
the
fan on
low. bag as well.
• If you do not have a piece of wool to use when rubbing the balloon, plastic, PVC, etc., find another fuzzy
cloth material or silk, nylon, fur, human hair, upholstery, paper towel, or carpet.

• Make sure your students do the first part of this experiment in a large open space away from walls that
can affect the static buildup.

Activity Sheets
Question 3:

Hint: Static electricity is like a magnet and positive and
negative ions attract. What is the overall charge of the
water and the overall charge of the PVC pipe?
Further explanation: The negative polarity of the PVC
pipe causes the water molecules to orient with the negative oxygen atom being repelled facing away from the PVC
pipe and the positive hydrogen atoms are attracted to the
PVC pipe. This causes the water to bend toward the pipe.
You might be tempted to ask why the water bends toward
the pipe when the oxygen atom is negative. Wouldn’t they
cancel each other out? Think about a magnet. There is a
positive and negative side to a magnet. Imagine two magnets. If you bring the negative side of magnet A toward
the negative side of magnet B, magnet A will flip around
and the positive side will be attracted to the negative side
of magnet B. That is what the water molecules do, which
allows the stronger positive side of water to flip and pull
itself towards the PVC pipe.

Why is Anaxagoras important beyond his scientific
ideas?
he influenced the most important generation in Greek
history, which influenced world history
Who were Pericles, Euripides, and Socrates?
Pericles: a great military and political leader who built the
Parthenon and promoted democracy; Euripides: a famous
playwright; Socrates: a wise man, teacher of Plato, who
taught Aristotle
What does it mean that “reason rules the world”?
the mind can understand the world around us; the world
can be explained rationally
What were some of Anaxagoras’s new ideas?
that matter existed as tiny particles initially; that the
moon is made up of ordinary matter, and has mountains,
and that it shines because of reflected light; that the sun
was not a god but made of fiery matter

Figure 4: Bend the cardboard along the 4" marks

Step 5: Hold the folded cardboard in a square and tape
the two ends together to form a cubed building. Use one long piece of tape to make a seal
between the two corners as shown in the first
image of Figure 5 so wind will glide around
the corner and not get trapped causing more
friction.

Figure 7: Place building square in front of fan

Answer the Week 1 Lab Activity Sheet Question 1

Materials For Next Week
Physics, Electromagnetism & Waves | Student Lab Pages | Week 1
For Week 3, you will need to provide:

 Corrugated cardboard strip 1.5” x 6”
 Various household objects to drop

What are meteors?
space rocks that are burning up in earth’s atmosphere
Why is base 60 a reasonable way to use numbers?
it can be evenly divided by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20,
and 30, which allowed remainders to not be much of an
issue

Physics, Electromagnetism & Waves | Parent Guide | Week 2
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Date:

The Story of Science:
Aristotle Leads the Way

________________________________________________________________________________________________
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aerodynamics? __________________________________________________________________________________
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Week 1 Lab Activity Sheet
6.

5

 Ruler
 Hammer

Physics, Electromagnetism & Waves | Parent Guide | Week 2
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